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Abstract
The Onion Router (TOR) allows to hide your identity various software under this categories are available that allows online a nonymity. Via
extensive experiments on Tor, we found that the size of IP packets in the Tor network can be very dynamic because a cell is an application
concept and the IP layer may repack cells. It doesn‟t allow network surveillance or traffic analysis to get tracked but most of these software used
equal size cells (512B). In order to hide the communication of users most of the anonymity systems pack the application data into equal sized
cells. Based on this finding we investigate a new cell counting based attack against Tor which allows the attacker to confirm anonymous
communication relationship among users very quickly.
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1. Introduction
Today in the world of high speed internet most of users wants to
preserve their identity and privacy so many applications are
available in market that allows anonyms browsing over the net.
This application can be dived into two major categories high
latency and low latency. High latency application includes web
browsing P to P networks. Low latency application are message
based application e.g. email anonymity which is invested in this
paper to reduce the overall performance of service network traffic
attacks has been studied network traffic analysis attack can be
categorized into two parties inactive traffic analysis and active
traffic analysis in active traffic analysis will record traffic and find
inbound and outbound using statistics. This attack does not change
traffic. In this article we are working on active traffic analysis
technique. In active traffic analysis technique the attacker embeds
a signal into current floe and now attacker can find the relationship
between the users. We show a new cell counting based attack
against Tor which allows the attacker to confirm anonymous
communication relationship among users very quickly. In this
attack by marginally varying the number of cells in the target
traffic at the malicious exit onion router the attacker can embed a
secret signal into the variation of cell counter of the target traffic.

The onion router is very popular anonymity network. It is
open source project and provides anonymity of TCP
application following components. The basic idea of this
overlay network is to construct a circuit, which consists of
onion routers (OR) that know only its predecessor and
successor. Users use circuit to pass data through the TOR
network anonymously. Data is wrapped in layers using
symmetric cryptography and in each onion router as the data
goes through a layer is unwrapped by using a symmetric key
and relayed forward. At the end of the circuit onion router
relays data to the intended destination.

Here the attacker can embedded signal into stream and make
variation for short period of time. How at entry level onion router
detects and excluder control cells record the number of relay cells
in circuit queue and recovers embedded signal. We have
implemented this system in our internet application and tested the
feasibility and efficiency of attacks against TOR. This type of
attackers are highly efficient can be used to find anonymity for
short range communication. These attacks are very efficient and
detection rate is 98% and short signal added into traffic “n”
different to detect by user.

Fig 2.1 TOR Network.
i)

2. Related Work
A) The Onion Router (TOR):

1

Client

Here one local software i.e. onion proxy is working for hiding
client data.
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ii)

Server

Here normally TCP applications are running.
iii)

Online Routers

These are the special routers which allow connectivity
between server and client. There is highly encrypted data that
traverse in these routers.
iv)

Directory Server

Directory server contains information of onion router as
symmetric keys. It is authorized to handle all information.
They are hard coded and build by using circuit network.

B) Transmission
Tor work on transmission control protocol. Data traverse on
onion router maintain transmission layer security.

Fig.2.3.

Cell processing at the Onion Router.

Fig 2.2 Cell Format by TOR
C) Onion Routers Processing:
All onion routers receive data from selective port. After
receiving data, data is forwarded to TLS protocols and TSL
buffer. In TLS buffer read operation is performed to get data.
Each connection of onion router is implemented using linked
list. Each data fetched is attached to the tail of list. At earlier
stage cell size is 512B so data will be pulled out till input
buffer contains data smaller than size of 512B. Since each
router contains map of source and destination which circuit
ID so that allows transmission of data. The respective
symmetric key is used to encrypt and decrypt the
transmission.

Fig.2 .4 packet sequence vs. packet size
3. Related Work
1.

Cell Counting Attacks Against Connection based
TOR

The size of IP packets is dynamic so based on some
construction we need to initiate on streams.
i)

Changing IP packet size

The application data packets are of size 512B in Fig.2.4
shows the size of IP packets received over time period.
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ii)

Core part

original

signal

is

denoted

as

S={S0,S1...Sj …Sn-1}

An attacker is at exit or first selects traffic flow between
client and server. Now attacker then selects sequence of
binary bits with time and updated cell in targeted traffic
depending on random signal these update packets will be
carried to client through or entry or record variation of
received cells and recognize embedded signal.

Fig. signal division and combination.

Fig.3. 1 Cell Counting based attack
a)

Selecting Target

Log of all information if maintained by attacker at malicious onion
router it also include IP of server with circuit ID. Here at malicious
or for data collection we can use relay data in data stream.
a)

Encoding signal

The relay data that is available in connection queue which will be
flushed in output buffer. The attacker can send his own bits i.e.
„10101‟ in short period of time. The attacker counts number of
cells in circuit queue, attacker‟s calls circuit writes and all cells
flushed to output buffer instantly. For two cells encoding „1‟ bit
not enough because if number if cells embed the secret signal into
the variation of cell counts in short time. The attackers have two
cells to encode for bit „1‟ and will be Easley lost will be hard to
recover then, when two cells available at input buffer in between
OR first cell is pulled out and queue will be empty and as input
buffer is empty cell available will be flushed output buffer.
b)

Finding Embedded Signal

With embedded signal cells travels among the network to client. In
order to recognize attacker used recovery mechanism as following
to decode the signals. Arrived cells combination can be categorized
into four types. Let C={C0,C1…Ci…Cm-1} be the cell numbers
recorded in the circuit queue at the entry onion router Ci(I € [0.m1]) is the number of the cells, which is positive integer. The

3

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Algorithm 1: Recovery Mechanism for Continuously
Embedded Bits.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
i = 0; j = 0
while i <= m do
if C[i] = = S[j] then
Signal S[j] is matched.
else if C[i] < S[j] then
Signal S[j] is spitted.
If C[i] +c[i +1] = = S[j] then
Signal S[j] is processed as Type I with k = 1
else if C[i] + C[i + 1] > S[j] then
Signal S[j] and S[j + 1] are processed s Type
with k = 1.
else if C[i] + C[i + 1] < S[j] then
Find the value of k
if C[i]+....+C[i + k] = = S[j] then
Signal S[j] is processed as Type I with k>=2.
else
Signal S[j] and S[j + 1] is processed as Type II
with k >= 2.
end if
I = I + k;
end if
else if C[i] > S[j] then
Two or more signals combined together.
if C[i] == S[j] + S[j+1] then
Signal S[j] and S[j+1] are processed as Type IV
with k = 1
else if C[i] < S[j] + S[j+1] then
Signal S[j] and S[j+1] are processed as Type IV
with k = 1
else if C[i] > S[j] + S[j+1] then
Find the value of k
if C[i] == S[j] + … + S[j+k] then
These combined signals are processed as Type
with k >= 2
else
These combined signals are processed as Type
with k >= 2
end if
j=j+k
end if
end if
i = i + 1; j = j + 1
end while
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Type-I indicates that the original signal is divided into separate
cells with K=1.

Suppose signal Sj is bit „1‟ the number of cells should be 3, as
onion router records Ci is 1 and Ci+1 is 2, will create 3 cells.
Type-II indicates last part of Sj is merged with S x with K=1.
Type-III indicated k original signals are merged into signal packet.
To deal with these types, we propose algorithm 1 for recovery
mechanism. Once original signal are identified entry point onion
router carry information of server client IP with port of TCP
stream.

Conclusion
In this article we introduced cell counting analysis attack against
connection based TOR. This attack is very hard to detect and can
quickly confirm the anonymity relationship among client and
server. An accomplice of the attacker at the entry onion router
recognizes the embedded signal using our developed recovery
algorithms and links the communication relationship among users.
An attacker with malicious onion router will slightly modify target
stream with TCP signal. The recovery algorithm used to recover
bits at entry level onion router with show this attack will be
complex and challenging task. We will keep those things for future
research.
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